Personality 
Is Back

Next Thursday marks the beginning of the 11th annual Personality Weekend sponsored by the brothers of Beta Sigma Chi. The brothers of Beta and the sisters of Sigma Lambda Theta cordially invite everyone to attend. Personality Weekend has been considered by many of the students to be the best weekend at Bryant.

The judging of the candidates from each fraternity and sorority will take place in the gymnasium Thursday night at 7:30. The candidates will be judged on their poise, ability to answer questions, ability to cope with humorous situations, and, of course, their personality. The judges voting, which will take place on Friday in front of the union between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., will count 40%. Friday night will see the crowning of Mr. and Miss Personality at the Coronation Ball. This will be held in the ball room at the Holiday Inn in downtown Providence, beginning at 8:30 p.m., and featuring the Underground Railroad. Tickets are $4.50 per couple.

A marathon dance will be held on Saturday night, beginning at 8 p.m. in the gymnasium. A crisp one hundred dollar bill will be utilized to determine the winner of the marathon. Among the possible prizes one candidate will receive is the opportunity to be the first to receive the Dandridge, AFI Center for World Affairs Medal.

Above are the candidates for Personality Weekend. They will represent the brothers and sisters in the Judging to be held next Thursday in the gym. Students may also vote for their favorites in front of the union on Friday, October 23. Other events for the weekend will include a dance at the Holiday Inn on Friday night and a dance marathon in the gym on Saturday. See next week's ARCHWAY for more details.

Student Films Earn 
At Largest Competition

NEW YORK — More than $22,000 in prizes were awarded in the Fifth Annual Student Film Festival to the twenty-five winning films which were announced today.

The five grand prize winners of $2,500 each are: Stanley, Stanley, made by Jonathan Kaplan, New York University; Showdown, Kenneth Friedman, NYU; Pas De Deux, Frank Dandridge, API Center for Advanced Film Studies, New York University; The Life of James Dean, and Nick Pinnemo.

In the Northeast, Bryant is joined in competition for the regional and national prizes by Boston University. Contesting the image of the Pinto, Canisius College in Buffalo will study changes affecting the costs of salaries and services, but to a larger degree these reflect the additional expenses necessary to support an entirely new facility.

In an address to the students in March, 1969, then President Schuyler Bodelet announced a tuition increase for the year 1969-1970. He also indicated that there would be no increase during 1970-1971, but that an increase would take place upon moving to the new campus of Bryant's new charges.

In addition 20 films were chosen for prizes of $500 each. Those films received the distinction of honorable mention. The largest student film competition ever held, the Festival received entries from 84 colleges and universities throughout the nation, as well as those entered by the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company, Milwaukee, in cooperation with the American Film Institute, the US National Student Association, the Motion Picture (Continued on Page 4)
New Laws Provide More Ways To Beat The Draft

By Bruce H. Lovelett

WASHINGTON—(CPS)—As the lottery selection systems near the end of its first year of operation, National Selective Services headquarters has issued new regulations for the lottery in an effort to "try to achieve basic fairness" for men with high numbers who were drafted before men with lower numbers within their local boards.

The regulations establish a new "Extended Priority Selection Group" which will consist of men whose random selection number was reached by their local board at some point during the previous year, but who managed to avoid being ordered for induction through the end of the year.

These men would remain in the order of call for induction during the first three months of the following year, as long as they remain in one of the three "service" classifications (I-A 1, I-A 2, and I-O). If at the end of the three-month period any members of the Extended Group are not reached for induction, they will join the registrants whose numbers were never reached in previous years in a "Second Priority Selection Group."

Under the current regulations, all members of the First Priority Selection Group, which consists of men classified in service classifications who turn twenty during the calendar year, and all registrants over that age who have not been exposed to vulnerability through the end of a calendar year who enter service classifications, must be either ordered to report to induction or unavailable because of administrative delays before anyone in the Second Group may be called. The new regulations merely insert the Extended Group between Volunteers, who have always been called first, and the First Group in the order of call.

Selective Service officials quietly express confidence that about 500,000 men will be moved into the Second group at the end of this year, and that very few men will actually be affected by the new Extended Priority Group. They also express doubt that the men who are moved into this second group will ever face the possibility of induction in any situation short of an all-out mobilization.

**FRANKLY SPEAKING**

by Phil Frank

'THE MEN SAY THEY DON'T WANT TO FIGHT TODAY, SIR!

One side-effect of the new regulations which has received a great deal of attention is the reopening of a loophole in the draft system which had been closed by the original lottery selection regulations when they were issued in December. Prior to the establishment of the lottery system, men nearing age 26 could, through careful manipulation of the draft procedures, avoid being induced under the oldest first system by arranging for administrative delays until they turned 26, at which point they would fall into a lower priority group which has not been drawn upon since the Korean Conflict and escape the confrontation with military service.

The system's move to the new, youngest-first lottery method means that almost every registrant could have the opportunity to avoid service. Therefore, the System included in the lottery regulations a provision which seemed to place registrants who were not called solely for procedural reasons, as well as any other registrants in the service classifications who were unavailable for the last draft call of the year due to procedural delays, in the First Group for the following year.

The new regulations permit registrants involved to procedural delays whose lottery numbers have not been reached to fall into the second priority pool. Men whose numbers were reached during the year are placed in the Extended Group for the next year. The regulations also provide for the placement of men who escape induction during their lottery year which is coincidently the year of their 26th birthday in the low priority, over-age category, even though they would have been called before their birthdays.

Deferred Students May Drop Deferrals

The net effect of this change is that deferred students, and other persons with statutory deferrals, who have lottery numbers near to the predicted ceiling during any given year, could drop their deferrals and engage the system in any one of a number of procedural delays while in I-A status. If their number is reached during the year, they would not be called because of administrative delays and would be placed in the Extended Group, from which they could extricate themselves by filing a claim that would be considered by the Selective Service officials.

Selective Service officials view this as a minor loophole. They seem to have adopted an attitude that anyone who would go through such a process to avoid induction would probably not be much use to the Army anyway.

The regulations also require that the local boards inform their registrants when they are placed in the Extended Group. When questioned as to how this would be accomplished, Selective Service officials indicated that each local board is being encouraged to either make a direct mailing to the registrants involved or a public announcement of the lottery number for the year which divides the Extended from the Second Priority Group.

While the new procedure, taken as a whole at face value, may result in more equitable applications of the lottery, one glaring example of inequity centers around the time at which a deferred registrant enters the available manpower pool. The new rules grossly discriminate against registrants in their deferred status at the very end of the year and in favor of those who enter the manpower pool very early in the year.

Side-Effect May Reopen Loophole

U.S. Authorities Tipped Off

Skyjackings Could Have Been Avoided

The skyjacking of an El Al plane which was avoided had U.S. authorities been tipped off. Had the U.S. authorities been tipped off, the Israelis had passed the word that the Palestinian guerrillas would attempt the skyjackings in order to cause damage to and postpone the middle east ceasefire.

Warning of the possibility that the Palestinians might attack or seize airliners belonging to the U.S. or Israel, the Israelis had correctly guessed the situation which the Popular Front did in fact successfully accomplish.

Drama Could Have Been Avoided

In order to prevent the smuggling of weapons with a high risk of a confrontation with reality, the New York skies were not crossed. The Newark skies were crossed. The Newark skies were crossed.

The Israeli plane was not crossed. The Israeli plane was not crossed. The Newark skies were crossed.

The net effect of this change is that deferr ed students, and other persons with statutory deferrals, who have lottery numbers near to the predicted ceiling during any given year, could drop their deferrals and engage the system in any one of a number of procedural delays while in I-A status. If their number is reached during the year, they would not be called because of administrative delays and would be placed in the Extended Group, from which they could extricate themselves by filing a claim that would be considered by the Selective Service officials.

Selective Service officials view this as a minor loophole. They seem to have adopted an attitude that anyone who would go through such a process to avoid induction would probably not be much use to the Army anyway.

The regulations also require that the local boards inform their registrants when they are placed in the Extended Group. When questioned as to how this would be accomplished, Selective Service officials indicated that each local board is being encouraged to either make a direct mailing to the registrants involved or a public announcement of the lottery number for the year which divides the Extended from the Second Priority Group.

While the new procedure, taken as a whole at face value, may result in more equitable applications of the lottery, one glaring example of inequity centers around the time at which a deferred registrant enters the available manpower pool. The new rules grossly discriminate against registrants in their deferred status at the very end of the year and in favor of those who enter the manpower pool very early in the year.
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The skyjacking of an El Al plane which was avoided had U.S. authorities been tipped off. Had the U.S. authorities been tipped off, the Israelis had passed the word that the Palestinian guerrillas would attempt the skyjackings in order to cause damage to and postpone the middle east ceasefire.

Warning of the possibility that the Palestinians might attack or seize airliners belonging to the U.S. or Israel, the Israelis had correctly guessed the situation which the Popular Front did in fact successfully accomplish.

Drama Could Have Been Avoided

In order to prevent the smuggling of weapons with a high risk of a confrontation with reality, the New York skies were not crossed. The Newark skies were crossed. The Newark skies were crossed.

The Israeli plane was not crossed. The Israeli plane was not crossed. The Newark skies were crossed.

The net effect of this change is that deferr ed students, and other persons with statutory deferrals, who have lottery numbers near to the predicted ceiling during any given year, could drop their deferrals and engage the system in any one of a number of procedural delays while in I-A status. If their number is reached during the year, they would not be called because of administrative delays and would be placed in the Extended Group, from which they could extricate themselves by filing a claim that would be considered by the Selective Service officials.

Selective Service officials view this as a minor loophole. They seem to have adopted an attitude that anyone who would go through such a process to avoid induction would probably not be much use to the Army anyway.

The regulations also require that the local boards inform their registrants when they are placed in the Extended Group. When questioned as to how this would be accomplished, Selective Service officials indicated that each local board is being encouraged to either make a direct mailing to the registrants involved or a public announcement of the lottery number for the year which divides the Extended from the Second Priority Group.

While the new procedure, taken as a whole at face value, may result in more equitable applications of the lottery, one glaring example of inequity centers around the time at which a deferred registrant enters the available manpower pool. The new rules grossly discriminate against registrants in their deferred status at the very end of the year and in favor of those who enter the manpower pool very early in the year.

(Continued on Page 6)
Admissions Counselors Added to Bryant

WILLIAM M. GARNETT, of Connecticut, has been appointed an Admissions Counselor at Bryant College in Providence, Rhode Island.

Mr. Garnett received the A.B. degree in English from the University of Virginia in 1968. He is working toward the master's degree at the University of Iowa.

His teaching experience includes positions at Augusta Military Academy, the University of Iowa, Germantown Academy, and The Stowe School.

Mr. Garnett is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon and holds membership in the National Association of College Admissions Counselors.

The office of Admissions Counselor is a writer, selection of his short stories, and poems have appeared in two Universe of Virginia magazines.

Originally from Cleveland, Ohio, Mr. Garnett attended public schools in that city. He is a graduate of the former Beverly E. W. Fuller. The Garnetts reside at 26 Shore Road, Ridge-wood, Clinton, Connecticut. They have three children.

The Right Comment

By William S. Holden

Coke - Not A Soft Drink

THE STIMULANTS

These drugs stimulate the system, or make a person feel wide awake. They are not physically addictive but they produce a psychological dependence or craving.

Amphetamines

these stimulants are taken in tablet or capsule form, or injected into the blood stream. Among the widely used amphetamines are:

- Dexedrine—or "dexies"
- Benzedrine—or "bennies"
- Methedrine—or "speed" or "crystal meths"
- Biphetamine—or "footballs"

Speed Freak

A person who repeatedly takes amphetamines or "speed", usually intravenously.

Mental Effects of "Speed"

amphetamines produce a decreased sense of fatigue, increased confidence, talkativeness, restlessness, and an increased feeling of alertness. As dosage increases amphetamines can produce irritability, distrust of people, hallucinations, and amphetamine psychosis.

Amphetamine Psychosis

These cases are usually caused by overdose or continued use of amphetamines. The person loses contact with reality, is convinced that others are out to harm or hurt him. The most frightening part—this psychosis sometimes continues long after person has stopped taking the drug.

Coke

the brief heightened state of exhilaration at the beginning of a high.

Crashing

withdrawal from amphetamines, the swift descent from an amphetamine high to severe lows of depression.

Cocaine

another kind of stimulant, derived from coca leaves. It is sniffed as a white powder, or liquefied and injected into a vein. It produces a fast and powerful feeling of elation. Cocaine does not produce physical dependence (addiction), but does produce a strong psychological craving.

Coke street slang for cocaine.

A Spotlight:

Senior Class Officers

William S. Holden has been elected President of the Senior Class. Bill, who comes from Trumbull, Connecticut, is a management major. His activities at Bryant include being Assistant Editor of the Arch, a member of the Student Senate, the College Republican Club, and Delta Upsilon Professional Society.

Bill is a licensed independent insurance agent in the State of Connecticut. After graduating from Bryant, he plans to pursue the profession of insurance agent.

Don Macasuley, a management major, of Hingham, Massachusetts, has been elected Vice President of the Senior Class. Don is a member of BETA. He runs for both the track and cross country teams. He is currently the President of the Letterman's Club, and a member on the Student Senate.

Don plans to go to graduate school to earn an M.B.A. after graduating from Bryant.

The office of Treasurer of the Senior Class was won by Herb Warner. Herb, an accounting major, has been active in the Student Senate as well as Delta Omega Professional Society. During his sophomore year, Herb was President of Gardner Hall and a member of the Dormitory Council. He is uncertain of his immediate future plans other than entering some aspect of the accounting field.

The Secretary of the Senior Class, Marilyn Mazecone, comes from Ossining, New York. She is an accounting major. Her activities at Bryant include: President of Curtis Hall Dormitory last year, current President of ASP sorority, Secretary of the Legislative Council of the Student Senate, and participation in intramural sports.

The Secretary of the Student Senate, Howard Allen, comes from Ossining, New York. He is an accounting major. His activities at Bryant include: President of the Psychology Club, and participation in intramural sports.
Letters:

Spiro Sounds Off ... Again?
By Steve Sidoruk

During the past week, Vice President Agnew attacked two prominent Americans - Senator Charles Goodell and Governor Clifford Doughty, who is running for the Senate in Connecticut. After his attacks, he had two tombstones etched on his door, as usual: There were now two new members in "The Club." There are probably several good reasons for Mr. Agnew's talkativeness. One being - he likes to hear himself talk, two being - he likes to shout people down, three being - he has to make a lot of noise or the President would forget about him, or four, he's related to Martha Mitchell.

Why doesn't the "number two man" for the "silent majority" practice what he preaches? (SILENCE) Whose name will go under the next etched tombstone?

Tau Epsilon Folly — Perverted
To the Editor,

I am an out-of-towner visiting the Bryant College campus. I was invited to Campus Galleries and was really enjoying myself until the fraternity Tau Epsilon premiered their production. I was invited to Campus Follies and was really enjoying myself until the fraternity Tau Epsilon presented their Folly — Perverted.

The winning judges were: Bryan Carl Lerner, film editor, and Brian De Palma, director and producer; Worthen Guerin, senior editor, Magazine; Michael Getz, producer and screenwriter; Anderson, film editor of "Rosemary's" and "Shining," and David G. Brown, director of "The Battle of Algiers" and "The Godfather.

The winning decision is a total defecation upon the supposedly educated people and then it be presented to the students. I was invited to the show and was really enjoying myself until the Fraternity Tau Epsilon Folly — Perverted. Do you do this to the students?

Richard S. Woolf '74

Criminal Justice Meeting

Lambda Epsilon Chi (Professional Criminal Justice Fraternity) will meet Monday, October 19, 1970 in the Student Activity Assembly Room at 5:00 P.M. All law enforcement students (day and evening) are invited to attend.

R. E. Wagner, Secretary

Student Films

(Continued from Page 1)

Association of America, New York, the Film Society of Lincoln Center. The winning films were shown in Los Angeles at the Film Society of Lincoln Center, October 15; and will be shown in Los Angeles at the L.A. Music Center, October 25. Each of the Festival's five jury judges selected his own criteria for excellence. The 20 judges were: Carl Lerner, film editor, producer and director; Brian De Palma, director; Worthen Guerin, senior editor, Magazine; Michael Getz, producer and screenwriter; Anderson, film editor of "Rosemary's" and "Shining," and David G. Brown, director of "The Battle of Algiers" and "The Godfather.

The winning films were: "During my time of service in High School, I experienced some very real problems which were caused by a school administration who had turned their backs on the student body to the detriment of the educational system. Promises made were never kept, until a fire was placed where it counted. It took a racial disturbance, of dynamic proportions, to reveal the shortcomings of incompetent parents and an "out the door at 2:30," faculty.

Prior to this incident, one month before the school newspaper was stolen and stories taken directly from past issues of the same. It brought to light promises broken; false stories, wind uniforms, a skinking rink, a new stadium, and new basketball diamond. These were the driving views of a student body who had no choice but to take an "I-don't-care attitude."

Apathy is a hateful word; it can creep into the livelihood of even the best institutions. My question is directed at everyone or anyone, who has ever felt any esprit de corps, or close feeling to Bryant College. Why is it that struggling organizations at Bryant receive no support? Is it because it is not the "in" thing? If doing your own thing means resting on your bed in the dorm, listening to some old tape by the Bonies, and smoking a little pot, then you are another cog in the wheels of the machine of apathy. Later, when you are eaten alive by your own thing, no one will be around to pick up the pieces and try to restore them. We will probably be cut, joining the Bryant College Dance Band, Glee Club, or the Masqueers. Sounds corny, doesn't it? But, just maybe, if you had some way to vent your frustrations, you wouldn't require any stimuli, when time came around. I began this letter by cursing the administration and parents for what seemed to be their fault, and their responsibility to correct. Maybe it was the fault of uncaring students. In any case, it astonishes me to believe, that the apathetic feeling prevalent in my former school, is present and practicing at Bryant. If you abuse the privilege of participation, don't be surprised if you are not invited to join anything, because there is nothing to join. Believe it, I have seen it happen.

People do flounce up, in every dorm, in the lobby of every hall, in the Wigwam, and on outdoor bulletin boards. It's your choice, decide!

R. E. Wagner, Secretary

Senate Communications Gap

Dear Editor,

Last Monday, at the Student Senate meeting, a proposal was put to the preliminary agenda for the next Senate meeting in the proceeding weeks issue of the Archway was presented. The proposal met with much disagreement.

Some of the "Senators" said it would be adding trash to the paper. Some said it was not needed. Are those people blind? For the last six months the "Senate" has been stressing that more and better communication was needed between the Senate and the students. Yet when a proposal is presented that might accomplish just that, it is shot down.

I do not know what the Senate plans to do to bridge the communications gap. Is it possible that they do not want to inform the student body? If that is the case, perhaps those who do not want the student body to shirk their responsibility — demand to be informed.

David G. Brown

Apathy ... Apathy ... Apathy

During my time of service in High School, I experienced some very real problems which were caused by a school administration who had turned their backs on the student body to the detriment of the educational system. Promises made were never kept, until a fire was placed where it counted. It took a racial disturbance, of dynamic proportions, to reveal the shortcomings of incompetent parents and an "out the door at 2:30," faculty.

Prior to this incident, one month before the school newspaper was stolen and stories taken directly from past issues of the same. It brought to light promises broken; false stories, wind uniforms, a skating rink, a new stadium, and new basketball diamond. These were the driving views of a student body who had no choice but to take an "I-don't-care attitude."

Apathy is a hateful word; it can creep into the livelihood of even the best institutions. My question is directed at everyone or anyone, who has ever felt any esprit de corps, or close feeling to Bryant College. Why is it that struggling organizations at Bryant receive no support? Is it because it is not the "in" thing? If doing your own thing means resting on your bed in the dorm, listening to some old tape by the Bonies, and smoking a little pot, then you are another cog in the wheels of the machine of apathy. Later, when you are eaten alive by your own thing, no one will be around to pick up the pieces and try to restore them. We will probably be cut, joining the Bryant College Dance Band, Glee Club, or the Masqueers. Sounds corny, doesn't it? But, just maybe, if you had some way to vent your frustrations, you wouldn't require any stimuli, when time came around. I began this letter by cursing the administration and parents for what seemed to be their fault, and their responsibility to correct. Maybe it was the fault of uncaring students. In any case, it astonishes me to believe, that the apathetic feeling prevalent in my former school, is present and practicing at Bryant. If you abuse the privilege of participation, don't be surprised if you are not invited to join anything, because there is nothing to join. Believe it, I have seen it happen.

People do flounce up, in every dorm, in the lobby of every hall, in the Wigwam, and on outdoor bulletin boards. It's your choice, decide!

Richard S. Woolf '74

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

I was hoping I might get thru just one semester without some project in class...

TWO FOR THE FUTURE

The Bryant College Literary Club will sponsor a forum on the use of rhetoric. The primary speaker will be Spiro Agnew. Also on the bill will be William F. Buckley, Jr., and Gore Vidal.

Now that you know that there is a Literary Club, it must be acknowledged that there will be no such forum. The literary club is a group of people who are concerned about the lack of meaningful literature on the Bryant campus. There are many students at Bryant who are excellent writers and who may be looking for a place to publish their works. Well, the literary club is the place.

The club intends to publish a magazine at least once every semester. The publication will contain essays, short stories, and art work which has been done by Bryant students. However, more writers are needed.

The club needs more people to keep its books, to layout, to type, to make sketches, to act as a literary review board, and to help sell the magazine. The club is open to all who wish to join. If you are interested in participating, or know someone who is interested, contact the literary club, management team.

Meetings of the literary club are open to all who wish to join. For more information write to the literary club, management team at the Literary Club Committee.

By Jill Worthen

The Literary Club To Present Spiro Agnew

The Bryant College Literary Club will sponsor a forum on the use of rhetoric. The primary speaker will be Spiro Agnew. Also on the bill will be William F. Buckley, Jr., and Gore Vidal.

Now that you know that there is a Literary Club, it must be acknowledged that there will be no such forum. The literary club is a group of people who are concerned about the lack of meaningful literature on the Bryant campus. There are many students at Bryant who are excellent writers and who may be looking for a place to publish their works. Well, the literary club is the place.

The club intends to publish a magazine at least once every semester. The publication will contain essays, short stories, and art work which has been done by Bryant students. However, more writers are needed.

The club needs more people to keep its books, to layout, to type, to make sketches, to act as a literary review board, and to help sell the magazine. The club is open to all who wish to join. If you are interested in participating, or know someone who is interested, contact the literary club, management team.

Meetings of the literary club are open to all who wish to join. For more information write to the literary club, management team at the Literary Club Committee.
NRBC newsmen Frank Blair was the featured speaker Tuesday, October 6th, at the annual dinner of the Greater Providence Chamber of Commerce.

Blair spoke about the problems in the world today and the role of the news media in regard to informing the public about them. Blair said of the broadcast news media, "Its mission is to probe, report and analyze what underlies the controversy and to air the issues so the public can make its own judgment." He also pointed out that a news organization does not have to agree with the government or elected officials. Blair said that many times he is misquoted or misquoted. "...Even worse, I'll be accused of creating the riots or disturbance I'm called upon to report."

Mr. Blair is a veteran news reporter and is presently the newscaster of National Broadcasting Company's "Today." He has received many awards, honorary degrees, citations, and medals for his outstanding services.

---

Bryant Cinema
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"Two for the Road"

---

The Archway
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Television Club presents Agnew at College Lit-
will sponsor a series of readings by noted pul-
mary speaker Agnew. Also will be William Jr., and Gore

you know that literary Club, it is an alliance of those who are interested in the lack of literature on campus. There aren't any that I've heard of. Excuse me to publish. Well, the little place, literary Club, trends to publish at least something. The literary Club, it is an alliance of those who are interested in the lack of literature on campus. There aren't any that I've heard of. Excuse me to publish. Well, the little place, literary Club, tends to publish at least something. The literary Club, it is an alliance of those who are interested in the lack of literature on campus. There aren't any that I've heard of. Excuse me to publish. Well, the little place, literary Club, tends to publish at least something.
Chevron's F-310: A Polluters' Fraud

DENVER - CPS - A Colorado court has reached a preliminary finding that Standard Oil's Chevron F-310 and other similar advertising was misleading.

In California Mrs. Sandra Lee Carrit, a Los Angeles school teacher, used the mobile emission units operated by the California Air Resources Control Board to test her car before and after F-310 and discovered the emission levels went up, while she was using F-310. She is filing a $300 million suit against Standard. Citizens of Canada are also considering a suit against Standard Oil Co of British Columbia Ltd. for fraudulent advertising in the F-310 campaign.

Larry Lace, writing for the ecology journal Earth Times stated that only cars with especially dirty engines were used for the "before F-310" tests and that the company itself indicated an extremely dirty gasoline and put this into the test cars, fouling their carburetors and PCV (anti-pollution) valves. This fouling in turn resulted in richer fuel-air ratios and a consequent increase of unburned hydrocarbon vapors in the exhaust.

The California Air Resources Control Board, after studying F-310's effects on "vehicles in a normal state of maintenance, rather than only those with 'dirty' engines," reported on May 4, "there has been no change in emission after using F-310."

Hawaii, a state senate standing committee examined the "tests" and reached the conclusion that the advertising claims made by Chevron. The committee, closely designed to capitalize on the current public concern over air pollution, does a disservice to the public by making exaggerated and misleading claims."

In the ad photos there is a sign reading "fume building in the background which says Standard Oil Company Corporation, Environmental Center." However, Standard has admitted that the building is the Palms Springs Court House. Mrs. Florence Ambler, a clerk for the Palms Springs Police Department, and six policemen have presented testimony that charges that there were two separate balloons used in the "test" which they saw being photographed in the parking lot of the Palms Springs Court House.

One of the balloons was clear and the other was solid black. The ads lead one to believe that there was one balloon which was clear but turned black after attaching a car which did not use F-310. Duplicate tests by rival oil companies have shown that exhaust soot would not blacken the balloon evenly throughout. In the Chevron ads but that the soot would stick to the bottom because of condensation.

Says Mrs. Ambler, "The facts haven't changed, despite their continual altering. That this is a plot by Standard, their competitors is a lot of double talk. I'm a 16-year credit card holder with Standard. I have nothing to gain, none of us have anything to gain by falsifying this. These are just the facts. We are just citizens and intelligent people who are not going to take this.

Even if Standard's claims were true, particulate matter would be less than two percent of all air pollution caused by auto exhaust. The real problem is the real harmful pollutants are the invisible carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and oxides, and unburned hydrocarbons. After the Federal government first claimed to the press that F-310 had been under research for 15 years and that it reduced unburned hydrocarbons by 50 percent, it now appears that this claim was based on only one rigged demonstration involving eight light cars.

E. D. Kane, president of Chevron Research Company, would not say if the company never claimed that they could cut out unburned hydrocarbon pollution in all cars, and in statements to California and U.S. Federal air pollution officials, Standard of California has maintained the position that F-310 reduces even partial matter.

One reason Standard is stooping to such lies to get on the anti-pollution bandwagon is for the untold damage caused by their "criminal negligence" (to the S. Justice Department) in off shore drilling operations in the Gulf of Mexico. Indeed, the Chevron disaster in the Gulf implies not only Standard Oil but the Federal government as well.

Oil companies are supposed to be fined 8,000 a day and/or imprisoned six months in jail for each violation of federal regulations. The particular platform on which the explosion occurred had been examined by investigators prior to the incident. The oil field in which the disaster occurred has 280 wells and, in a preliminary investigation of the area soon after the explosion, federal investigators uncovered 174 violations. Thus it is only possible to blame both Chevron and the federal agencies involved.

The 40,000 gallons a day of oil which created a slick covering up to 70 square miles of sea would have been stopped if a storm choke had been in use on a well when an explosion occurred. The storm choke is required by federal law but according to a recent article in Sports Illustrated it is common practice for companies to remove the formation of silt and oil before disposal of federal officials.

In one year government officials checked only 20 percent of the oil fields in the Gulf. But even this inspection is useless since the impotence of the Oil Field's Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines and the fact that the Bureau of Mines is not required to bereeze or investigate any pollution caused by it.

Anyone believing that mercury contamination of 300 tons of river water by F-310 was a fluke - that it was an isolated case of pollution for predication (which happened to slip out industry's back door - should stick in the test in mony presented on August 26-27, 1970 before the Senate Subcommittee on Energy, Natural Resources and Environment chaired by Michigan Senator Philip A. Hart.

The government's high powered experts said that substances such as lead and arsenic, it was found, are being dumped into the Mississippi with the same sort of "I'll do it when I please" attitude that characterized mercury discharges.

Nearly 2,400 tons of lead is being discharged daily into the lower Mississippi between John Rouge and New Orleans, and two companies in the area discharge 190 pounds and 39 pounds of arsenic respectively.

Evelynn Corporation (maker of lead additives for gasoline) at Baton Rouge, Louisiana was named the area's major lead polluter by the Senate Subcommittee on Federal Water Quality Administration officials.

Indictments Made

First Indictment was for WVQA officials for both lead and arsenic by the Subcommittee on Federal Water Quality and Research, Department of Interior.

(Continued From Page 2)

The national Selective Service headquarters has set aside about writing and collection of most of the National Guard recruits and Selective Service interpretations of these rules as a matter of policy. The revision of the lottery rules is prepared for the second week in November eligibility for conscientious objector status subject to recent court decisions. A somewhat similar memorandum is now available for the draft board. The civilian alternative service (1-9) status is currently planned for distribution later this year.


to Beat The Draft

Two Practical Examples

Suppose, for example, that in 1970, a given local board calls men with lottery numbers as high as 165, as happened in the Los Angeles area. The First Priority Group, at the head of the order of call for 1971, Suppose further, that in 1971 this local board only finds 35 men in its First Priority Group up to number 165. John Smith, lottery number 194, loses his deferment and is classified I-A in three I-4A available for the last draft call of the year. The local board does not need him for that call, however, and so he is placed back in the First Priority Group because the local board found it necessary to call someone with number 168 way back in August.

Larry Jones, on the other hand, lottery number 168, loses his deferment two days later; these two days, however, prevented him from being reclassified I-A until the local board met in January. He is placed in the First Priority Group because the local board never called him in 1971 with numbers higher than 165. Under the new, fair, and equitable system which requires draft boards to keep more careful records, the local board would probably not have needed to call any man in that group in 1971 with numbers higher than 165. Under the new, fair, and equitable system, only men numbers 169 and higher would have to be called.
As Time Marches On:

Nude Gist Revisited

The way appeared. In this issue, we are bringing some of the most impossible situations and most unimpressive sex that you could think of. The following article gives a partial picture of what this means:

NUDE GI ST TO PAR METAL HOURS

by N.D. Alphonse

"With many colleges and universities discussing the idea of co-ed dorms, Bryant College makes another stride (not step, stride) forward in the annals of liberal education with the announcement yesterday in September, co-ed housing will take effect.

Bryant's release was especially noteworthy. Brown and Pembroke students expressed delight at administrative approval recently of co-ed dorm whereby male students would reside on one floor and females on the next floor, alternating every other floor in the same structure. Bryant's plan as approved by the Student Senate, Faculty Federation, and Administration provides for an entirely new concept in co-ed housing.

All students will receive cards prior to the end of the semester on which they will reside in one of the facilities.

As of now, the only available solution seems to be a divided day. This would allow the girls the use of the facilities until noon, and the boys until midnight. Naturally, this new agreement will result in the discontinuance of curfews, because, with co-ed living, their use will no longer be needed.

With this obstacle out of the way, it should be six months to a year before we can see if this program can make permanent fixture at Bryant.

As I said at the beginning, the residents of Lees and Cambodia according to the current U.S. Department of Defense figures. American lives lost in the conflict was 45,673 "resulting from action from hostile forces, direct attack, and from other war-related causes. Saigon government casualties are listed at 3,741, in addition to 4,006 among American allied forces. The Defense Department claims that the North and the NLF has lost 671,742 soldiers since the death count began in January, 1961.

Heavy Water

25 Years Later

Poison Gas Leaking

It seems that poison gas containers dumped into the tail of Europe at the end of World War II, have begun to leak. Inspectors ordered to flush out reports of the seepage. Twenty years ago, tons of poisonous gases were dumped into the off shore waters. Now the canisters are beginning to erode. Among reports of serious injuries are those of fishermen and swimmers who have received burns from mustard gas. Old canisters have been washed up onto the beaches and also picked up in the nets of fishermen. The mysterious deaths of these fish are a result of this leak gas.

Recently the Pentagon is discussing a solemn assurance that the dumping of nerve gas canisters element used for piping and in numerous alloys and compounds. Approximately 95 percent of all domestic lead output is from west of the Mississippi River. Lead enters naturally through the entire United States but its concentrations are more prevalent in lead mining areas. Its concentrations are higher in stream by heavily traveled highways due to the emission of lead from internal combustion engines.

In the 1962 U.S. Public Health Service drinking water standard warned: "Lead taken into the body can become a danger to health, even lethal if taken by either brief or prolonged exposures. Prolonged exposure to relative-

Peace Symbol Patent

Sought By LUV

WASHINGTON (CPS) - The U.S. Patent Office has granted the go-ahead to a company for commercial trademark rights to the peace symbol. Two companies, the Intercontinental Shoe Corp. of New York and LUV, Inc. of Louisiana, have exclusive rights to the internationally used symbol, the upside-down "V" in a circle with a bar extending through the fork of the "V." The patent was issued from the semaphore code for the year 1961 and was first used in British during the ban-the-bomb demonstrations in the late fifties.

The sign is now widely used as an anti-war protest here and abroad, and has been approved as the "Christian" by right-wing fundamentalists. Intercontinental Shoe Corp. manufactures leather goods with the peace symbol. LUV, Inc., which has already officially co-opted the symbol, is considering manufacturing "boutique-type high fashion clothing for the Junior customers according to a company spokesperson.

The trademark would not prohibit use of the peace symbol in a brandname for marketable goods.

Death Statistics

WASHINGTON (CPS) - A total of 840,057 people have died in the U.S. since the end of World War II, including losses among Soviet Asian citizens and those of the U.S. Armed Forces. American civilians, deaths were caused by conflict, according to the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The American lives lost in the conflict was 45,673 "resulting from action from hostile forces, direct attack, and from other war-related causes. Saigon government casualties are listed at 3,741, in addition to 4,006 among American allied forces. The Defense Department claims that the North and the NLF has lost 671,742 soldiers since the death count began in January, 1961.
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Sports Editorial
By Steve Diamond

Instead of telling each member of a certain team why their team did not get coverage in the Archway, I would like to tell everyone at the same time. At the present moment I am the sports editor of the Archway, and I also cover sports for the Bryant Journal. With its high-stakes diversified sports area, new has varsity teams in basketball, baseball, bowling, cross-country, football, golf, soccer, tennis, track, and field. In addition there are intramurals in bowling, basketball, baseball, volleyball and softball. There are over thirty teams that participate in these intramural activities. Of course you can see that it is quite tough for me to be at ten places at one time every day of the week. I also go to school and participate in many extra-curricular activities.

The students of Bryant College are constantly under attack by the press. They are not at the right height, at the wrong weight, or aren't from the right home town. The press has their reasons, but the students are the ones who suffer. How many times have I heard that if the team wants more coverage, they should win. I ask you, how many extra-curricular activities does one person join? I once again say that I can be reached in Room 202 in Gardner Hall or in the Archway office in the Activities Building. Anyone interested in becoming a sports writer for the Archway should also contact me.

Intramural Outlook

A rundown of the past intramural games is as follows, Gardner Hall played the Bays to a 6-6 tie but won on one more first down than the Bags. Ross Haggard put the first points on the board with a field goal by his magical foot. The Bags then went ahead 6-3 on a touchdown by Lloyd. Then Jeff Doppelt who was feeling too good after the Jets lost another, tied the score with Gardner's first points on the board with a field goal by his magical foot.

Delta Sigma Phi shutout Tau Epsilon 7-0 on a pass play from Quarterback George Kase to Mike Coletta, Phi Sigma Nu beat Phi Epsilon 33-0 while Delta Sigma Phi made their record 3-1 as they also shut out Phi Epsilon 28-0.

Any team wanting coverage in the Archway, please report to me in Gardner Hall 502.

Bowler's Corner
By Steve Monaco

Intramural bowling is "rolling" right along with the way. Only three teams have not entered the win column and will try to do so this week. The game rules are as follows:

1. October 12: Eastern Union 8 1
2. Freshmen 7 1
3. Hoys 6 2
4. Appleby 5 3
5. Tau Epsilon 5 3
6. Luckyy Splits 5 3
7. Phi Epsilon 4 4
8. Melting Pot 4 4
9. Doppels 4 4
10. Gardner I 0 8
11. Gardner II 0 8

The varsity team roster has finally been filled. The ten men making the team are returning varsity bowlers Lee Wheeler, Steve Diamond, Den Dunn, and Wayne Morra, along with six new members. They are led by Steve Diamond, John Duda, Bob Larrani, Fred Waskstrom, Bob Collins, and Bob Woosman. Taunton's first tournament will be held at Camden Lanes in Connecticut on October 25. The varsity team has been practicing hard, and it looks like another winning season for the Bryant College team.

Counselors

Support Your Teams

VARSITY SOCCER
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20 — 3 P.M. AT EASTERN CONNECTICUT

VARSITY GOLF
MONDAY, OCTOBER 19
BRYANT vs. CLARK at Home

VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17
S.N.E.C. at S.M.U.

S.N.E.C. is S.M.U.

Unsworn New Orleans

Sports News

Friday, October 16, 1981

Lapidus Is Still Number One

Roy Lapidus extended undefeated intercollegiate cross country record to four with a 24:35 0 win on the 4.2 mile course at Barrington College. The Bryant team was not as fortunate as Roy and suffered a 22-29 defeat by the Barrington team. Barrington, displaying an abundance of depth, placed their first five runners across the finish line within 42 seconds and the entire eleven man team in front of Bryant's third place finishers. Don Macaulay, Bob Armstrong finished second for Bryant in 24:14, splitting Barrington's third and fourth men. Two regular members of the team missed this meet. Bill Taylor was out with a sprained ankle, injured while practicing on the Barrington course last Wednesday, and Irving Haines returned home for Yom Kippur. Gratefully must be extended to two last minute substitutes, Don Macaulay, captain of the varsity soccer team playing the entire Babson game Friday night at 8:30, and Fred Armstrong finished second in the dual meet will give the Barrington team a chance to become the SNEC champions. Western Union, Monaco, Don Dunn, and Armstrong, finished second in the dual meet will give the Barrington team a chance to become the SNEC champions.
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